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NOTE:  The overall average graded W’06 pass rates are:  85% (SLA sections), 70% (control sections), and 90% (non-SLA departmental average). 
 

 
ACCT201 had W’06 SLA HSGPA scores lower than the control section.  SLA graded pass rates were 21%, 19%, 27%, and 19% (F’05) over the 
departmental averages for the previous four semesters.  Control section graded pass rates are within 4% of the previous F’05 semester, however the 
W’06 SLA graded pass rates are 29% lower than F’05.  Graded Pass Rate Composite Average = 76%.  The facilitator was new for F’05 and W’06 was 
his 2nd semester facilitating.  Bears Watching 

 

 
ACCT202 did not have a departmental average or control section available for W’06 comparison.  The SLA graded pass rates were 14%, 32%, and 
28% (F’05) over the departmental average for the previous three semesters.  Graded Pass Rate Composite Average = 93%.  The facilitator was new for 
F’05 and W’06 was his 2nd semester facilitating.  Bears Watching 
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BLAW321 (for reference) passed 23% more SLA students than the departmental average for W’05.  F’05 SLA passed only 1% more students than the 
department average and 4% more than the control section.  For W’06, the SLA graded pass rate difference between the control section increased from 
4% to 11%.  There were no department averages for W’06 comparison.  Graded Pass Rate Composite Average = 78%.  The facilitator was new for 
F’05 and W’06 was her 2nd semester facilitating.  There will be another new facilitator for F’06.  Bears Watching 
 
 

 
CHEM103 (for reference) had a F’05 SLA graded pass rate of -10% under the control section with the SLA HSGPA and ACT scores slightly under 
the control section as well.  With nearly equal to F’05 HSGPA and ACT scores for the W’06 semester, the SLA sections passed 11% more students 
than the control section with the same faculty and facilitator.  Graded Pass Rate Composite Average = 65%.  The facilitator was new for F’05 and 
W’06 was his 2nd semester facilitating.  There will be another new facilitator for F’06.  Bears Watching 
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CHEM114 had a F’05 SLA graded pass rate of -9% under the control section with nearly equal SLA HSGPA and ACT scores.  The HSGPA and ACT 
scores were again similar for the W’06 semester, yet the SLA section passed 7% more students than the control sections.  F’05 had a new facilitator 
and W’06 had a facilitator with a few semesters of experience.  Graded Pass Rate Composite Average = 74%.  The W’06 semester passed 15% more 
SLA students than the composite average.  The F’06 facilitator will be the same person who facilitated the W’06 semester.  Bears Watching 
 

 

 
CHEM122 had a large difference in ACT scores when comparing the W’06 SLA and control sections.  There is also some difference in the HSGPA.  
Both differences indicate higher scores for the non-SLA sections.  This was also true for the F’05 semester which reported -6% and -4% graded pass 
rate comparisons to the control sections and department average.  Graded Pass Rate Composite Average = 73%.  There will be a new facilitator for 
F’06.  Bears Watching 
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DHYG121 passed 100% of the 116 students enrolled in both the F’05 and W’06 semesters combined with only one student withdrawal and no course 
failures.  Graded Pass Rate Composite Average = 98%.  Continue Perkins Support 

 
 

 
EEET124 had no withdrawals, no course failures, and passed 100% of the SLA students with a C- or higher grade.  The W’06 semester had a 
facilitator with nearly three years of experience and an apprentice facilitator.  The F’02-W’06 4-year average graded pass rate for this course with SLA 
is 88%.  The course is currently only offered during the winter semester with SLA.  Graded Pass Rate Composite Average = 85%.  The W’06 
apprentice facilitator will be the F’06 workshop facilitator.  Continue Support 
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FINC322 had a W’06 SLA graded pass rate that is 23% higher than the control section.  Over the most recent 4-year period (F’02-W’06), the SLA 
graded pass rate was 88%.  The 4-year period ending in F’05 averaged an SLA graded pass rate of 85%.  The pass rate appears to be increasing for the 
SLA course sections.  The last two semesters have averaged 92-93%.   Graded Pass Rate Composite Average = 85%.  Continue Support 

 
 

 
MATH010 had SLA graded pass rates of 78%, 88%, 86%, 88%, and 81% for the past five consecutive semesters.  There were no control groups or 
departmental averages for comparison during that time period.  The F’02-W’06 4-year graded pass rate average is 84% for SLA sections and 82% for 
control sections.  The 4-year data also shows that 5% more students received failing grades in the control sections and 2% more students withdrew 
from the SLA sections.  Graded Pass Rate Composite Average = 76%.  Continue Support 
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MATH110 had a F’05 SLA graded pass rate that is 17% higher than the non-SLA department average unlike the W’06 SLA graded pass rate which is 
-22% below the department average.  The SLA graded pass rate for W’06 is 25% above the control sections.  W’06 withdrawal and failure rates have 
increased for the control section by 12% (w) and 11% (f) more than in F’05 but the SLA rates only increased by 2% (w) and 4% (f) from F’05.  The  
4-year average (F’02 to W’06) SLA withdrawal and failure rates are 14% and 15% respectively.  Graded Pass Rate Composite Average = 65%.  
Continue Support 

 

 
MATH115 F’05 had graded pass rates of 10% above the 4-year SLA (S’01-W’05) average of 72% but W’06 is -9% below the most recent 4-year 
average (F’02-W’06) of 73%.  The 4-year average SLA failure rate was 9% and the W’06 semester SLA failure rate was 6% higher at 15%.  The 
W’06 SLA withdrawal rate was also 2% higher than the most recent 4-year average.  The W’06 SLA graded pass rates were below the control sections 
(-6%), the non-SLA department average (-25%), and the overall composite average ((-7%).  Graded Pass Rate Composite Average = 71%.   
Bears Watching 
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MATH116 F’05 semester did not have a control group, but the SLA section had a 23% higher pass rate than non-SLA.  For W’06, the SLA graded 
pass rate was only 1% higher than the most recent 4-year average (F’02-W’06).  The HSGPA and ACT scores are comparable from F’05 to W’06.  
Graded Pass Rate Composite Average = 68%.  The F’06 report suggested considering expanding the SLA support for this course.  Continue Support 
  

 

 
MRIS103 had the same person facilitating SLA workshops and teaching an online section of this course for the F’05 and W’06 semesters.  The facilitator 
also has experience teaching this course in the traditional classroom.  The most recent 4-year (F’02-W’06) SLA graded pass rate was 96% with a withdrawal 
rate of 7% and 2% failure rate.  Graded Pass Rate Composite Average = 92%.  Continue Perkins Support 
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MRIS211 W’06 had no course withdrawals or failures.  Of 79 students enrolled during the most recent 4-year period (F’02-W’06), only 3% withdrew 
and only 1% failed.  Graded Pass Rate Composite Average = 100%.  Bears Watching 

 

 
NURS116 had an SLA graded pass rate of 99% (177 students), a 2% withdrawal rate, and 1% failure rate for the most recent 4-year (F’02-W’06) period.  
Graded Pass Rate Composite Average = 98%.  Continue Perkins Support 
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NURS226 had an SLA graded pass rate of 99% (144 students), a 0% withdrawal rate, and 0% failure rate for the most recent 4-year (F’02-W’06) period.  
Graded Pass Rate Composite Average = 99%.  Continue Perkins Support 

 

 
PHYS211 had an SLA graded pass rate of 87% (1116 students), a 6% withdrawal rate, and 3% failure rate for the most recent 4-year (F’02-W’06) 
period.  For the same 4-year period, the control section average graded pass rate was 79%.  The W’06 control section was -20% under the 4-year control 
section average, which may have contributed in the SLA section having a pass rate 26% higher than the control section.  The most recent 4-year average 
reports the SLA sections passing 7% more students than the control sections.  Graded Pass Rate Composite Average = 99%.  Continue Support 
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RADI111 had an SLA graded pass rate of 98% (198 students), a 0% withdrawal rate, and 0% failure rate for the most recent 4-year (F’02-W’06) period.  
Graded Pass Rate Composite Average = 99%.  Continue Perkins Support 
 

 
 
Prepared By: Christina Hollenbeck (June 2006) 


